BY INBALI ISERLES
LOWER KEY STAGE 2 LESSON PLAN AND RESOURCES

Curriculum Links
LKS2 English – pupils should be taught to:
Reading – comprehension:
• develop positive attitudes to reading and understanding of what they read by:
• listening to and discussing a wide range of fiction, poetry, plays, non-fiction and reference books or textbooks
• reading books that are structured in different ways and reading for a range of purposes
• increasing their familiarity with a wide range of books, including fairy stories, myths and legends, and retelling some of these orally
• identifying themes and conventions in a wide range of books
• discussing words and phrases that capture the reader’s interest and imagination
• retrieve and record information from non-fiction
• participate in discussion about both books that are read to them and those they can read for themselves, taking turns and listening to
what others say
Writing – composition:
• Plan their writing
• Draft and write
• Evaluate and edit
• Proof-read for spelling and punctuation errors
• read aloud their own writing, to a group or the whole class, using appropriate intonation and controlling the tone and volume so that
the meaning is clear
Writing – vocabulary, grammar and punctuation
• Develop understanding of the concepts
• Indicate grammatical and other features
• Use and understand grammatical terminology
LKS2 Science: pupils should be taught to:
Working scientifically
• asking relevant questions and using different types of scientific enquiries to answer them
• gathering, recording, classifying and presenting data in a variety of ways to help in answering questions
• recording findings using simple scientific language, drawings, labelled diagrams, keys, bar charts, and tables
• reporting on findings from enquiries, including oral and written explanations, displays or presentations of results and conclusions
• using straightforward scientific evidence to answer questions or to support their findings.
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Living things and their habitats
• recognise that living things can be grouped in a variety of ways
• explore and use classification keys to help group, identify and name a variety of living things in their local and wider environment
• recognise that environments can change and that this can sometimes pose dangers to living things.
KS2 Geography: pupils should be taught to:
Human and physical geography
• describe and understand key aspects of: physical geography
Geographical skills and fieldwork
• use maps, atlases, globes and digital/computer mapping to locate countries and describe features studied
• use fieldwork to observe, measure, record and present the human and physical features in the local area using a range of methods,
including sketch maps, plans and graphs, and digital technologies
Lesson Plan
Overview: In the book it talks about different types of habitats, ‘the Wildlands’, ‘the Greylands’, ‘the Snowlands’. The foxes live in
‘the Wildlands’ and ‘the Greylands’. The wolves live in ‘the Snowlands’. This lesson is about the different types of habitats.
Activity: to create a fact file, fact book or fact poster of these habitats concentrating on the animals in the books.
Extension activity: to create a new type of habitat for the foxes with foxcraft to live in or look for ways to save the local environment.
The Wildlands: The countryside, where many foxes live, including the Elders. Isla’s fa is from here.
The Greylands: The city. Also called the Great Snarl. Filled with manglers, dogs and many other dangers.
The Snowlands: The frigid northern realms where the snow wolves live, hunting in packs known as bishars.
Objectives
To make observations and recordings about the local environment and animals and plants that might live there
To present information found in a variety of different ways
To identify similarities and differences between different habitats
To make suggestions about how different things may affect animals and plants found in different habitats
Outcome
Children will explore the local area and compare and contrast what lives in different parts of the environment.
They will then look wider at habitats found in a book and create a piece of factual writing based on habitats.
The extension will follow two themes, 1) to create a poster for how to look after the local environment and 2)
create a new habitat for a fox.
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Resources
Foxcraft 3: The Mage by Inbali Iserles
Resource Sheet 1a - My local area
Resource Sheet 1b - Map of my local area habitat
Resource Sheet 2 - Habitat mindmap
Resource Sheet 3 - Extension – looking after our habitat
Lead in
As a whole class discuss what the term ‘habitat’ means. Key: investigate where animals live, what they need to survive, the types of
food they eat, and the types of shelter needed. Discuss where different animals live. Why might they live in different places?
Task 1
Habitat walk around the school or local area.
Discuss with the children the dos and don’ts of a habitat walk and respecting their environment as they are going on the habitat walk.
Children to record what they see using resource sheet 1a. They can take photographs or draw what they see. Encourage children to
look under stones, look around and in trees, look on walls etc to see what they can find.
Can the wildlife be grouped into different categories, eg under stones, in a tree, in the grass, in a pond, etc. Can the children create a
map of what they found in their area? They can use resource sheet 1b for this.
Task 2
Consider the habitats discussed in the book, Foxcraft 3: the Mage. Introduce the terms ‘Wildlands’ and ‘Snowlands’ to the children.
What might these terms mean? Who might live in these areas? What do the terms herbivore, omnivore and carnivore mean?
Read chapter 1 with the children to the end of the first paragraph of page 5 which describes ‘the Snowlands’ from where Isla first
enters them. Read the end paragraph from chapter 5, page 5, which is a short description of ‘the Wildlands’ where many foxes lived.
Chapter 5, pages 53 and 54, describes ‘the Greylands’ where Isla and Pirie lived. This can be used to look at the town habitat where
some of the foxes lived.
Make a mindmap with the children of what ‘the Snowlands’ and ‘Wildlands’ are like from the descriptions. Ask questions such as what
is the habitat like? What is the weather like? Who lives there?
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Provide the children with some books, web pages or other information about snowy places and wild places and ask them to find some
further information about these areas. Use the mindmap from resource sheet 2 to help.
Using the information gained from research, the children need to create a fact book, fact file or fact poster about their habitat.
Extension
In the book Isla has to fight against the Mage, who has created ‘the Darklands’ – an area where everything is dying. If she can defeat him
then she will save ‘the Wildlands’ from dying and all the foxes from being taken.
Ask the question, what would happen to the habitats and to the animals and plants who lived there, if something changed in them? For
example, what would happen if the trees in ‘the Wildlands’ died or the snow in ‘the Snowlands’ melted? What can we then do to keep
habitats safe for the animals and plant life? We can pick up litter, recycle plastic, create wildlife areas in our school grounds etc.
Create a contrast poster (resource sheet 3), choose a habitat like a park/river/beach etc. On one side of the sheet, draw what the
habitat would look like if we did not look after the environment, include things that would make the habitat suffer. On the other side,
draw the habitat as if it has been cared for and looked after.
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Resource Sheet 1 – My Local Area
While on your local area habitat walk, record what you see in the table below. For evidence you need to draw a sketch of what you
have seen. If you can, take a photograph to use later too.
What have I found?

Think about how you can you group (classify)
the things you’ve found?
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Where have I found it?

Evidence?
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Resource Sheet 1b – Map of my local area
Using the grid below draw as accurate a map as possible of the habitat you have explored. Remember to use symbols and a key rather
than drawing pictures of objects

Key

Symbol
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Resource Sheet 2 – Habitat Mindmap
Chapter 5, pages 53 and 54, describes ‘the Greylands’ where Isla and Pirie lived. This can be used to look at the town habitat where
some of the foxes lived.
Make a mindmap of what ‘the Snowlands’ or ‘Wildlands’ are like from the descriptions. Think about: what animals and plants there are,
what the weather is like, what features are described (landscape, hills, rivers etc).

_______LANDS
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Resource Sheet 3 – Environment contrast poster
Using the frame below, draw a habitat of your choice; eg river, park, lake, beach, mountain etc. On one side draw it as if it has NOT
been cared for. Think about what might be in it, how the habitat might suffer as a result. On the other side, draw what it would look
like if it was cared for.You are trying to show the CONTRAST (difference) between the two.
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Curriculum Links
UKS2 English – pupils should be taught to:
Reading – comprehension:
• Maintain positive attitudes to reading and understanding of what they read
• Discuss and evaluate how authors use language, including figurative language, considering the impact on the reader
• Distinguish between statements of fact and fiction
• Retrieve, record and present information from non-fiction
• Participate in discussions about books that are read to them and those they can read for themselves, building on their own and others’
ideas and challenging views courteously
• Provide reasoned justifications for their views
Writing - composition:
• Plan their writing
• Draft and write
• Evaluate and edit
• Proof-read
• Perform their own compositions, using appropriate intonation, volume, and movement so that meaning is clear
Writing – vocabulary, grammar and punctuation
• Develop understanding of the concepts
• Indicate grammatical and other features
• Use and understand grammatical terminology
Lesson Plan
Overview:
Isla has two quests in the book whilst she is looking for her brother. The first quest is to look for King Birronclaw Valiant-Oolf’s cache.
He has pleached with the Black Fox and lost his mind. To help him Isla needs to find his cache to set him free, the cache is hidden in the
frozen north in a different wolf clan’s home, Bishar of Fang. These are the Bishar of Claw’s enemies.
The second quest is to return to ‘the Wildlands’ especially ‘the Darklands’ to destroy the Mage to stop him summoning an ancient threat,
the White Fox. ‘The Wildlands’ are being taken over by the Mage and are slowly being destroyed and the foxes are being taken over.
This lesson will look at quests and the children will write their own.
What are the features of a quest?
Write a quest for Isla to find her brother.
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Objectives
To explore a quest and the features of this
To explore characters
To plan and write a quest
Outcome
Children will explore the features of a quest. They will explore and create characters for their quest. From this they will plan and write
their own quest based on the book.
The extension will encourage the children to think about choices and use their quest to create a flowchart of choices.
Resources
Foxcraft 3: The Mage by Inbali Iserles book
Resource Sheet 1 - Mindmap of the features of a quest
Resource Sheet 2 - Character profiles
Resource Sheet 3 - Planning a quest
Resource Sheet 4 - Extension – Game designer flow chart
Lead in
Isla meets Prince Farraclaw’s fa (his father), King Birronclaw Valiant-Oolf on page 65 of chapter 5, (‘I’d hardly paid attention to where
we were going…’) to chapter 6, page 74, to the end of the first paragraph. The King tells her about his cache and pleads with her to go
find it.
In chapter 16, Isla and The Black Fox, Metis, decide that they must start out on the quest to save ‘the Wildlands’ from the Mage.
Read either/or both parts with the children. Discuss with the children what a quest is and highlight the features of a quest. Make a
mindmap of the features found in a quest using resource sheet 1.
Key points to encourage the children to think about:
• The location of the story
- this quest will start off from ‘the Snowlands’
• What were things like before?
- Think about Isla’s home and what she is going to save – what was it like before and what has happened/happening to it now
• What goes wrong/has gone wrong?
• Who is the hero of the story?
- Isla?
- The Black Fox?
- Prince Farraclaw?
- Somebody else?
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• Who sends Isla on her quest?
• What magic is going to help her?
- Think about what type of magic and Foxcraft could help
• Think about Isla’s emotions as she starts off on her quest
• Think about who the enemy is – what could they do to stop Isla?
• Think about the choice/choices the hero/heroine has to make
- Does somebody else come to help and what do they have to choose to do?
- Do they have to make a decision that is different to where they were heading?
Task 1
Discuss the characters in the quest, eg Isla, Farraclaw, The Black Fox etc. Ask questions such as: Who are the characters?
What is their personality like? How do they act? Are they good or evil? What is their description?
From this using resource sheet 2, ask the children to draw the outline of their characters and then complete the character profile of the
hero/heroine and a profile of the enemy that the hero/heroine might come across. They can write words and phrases to describe the
different aspects of each character in the outline of their characters.
The children can then be encouraged to write about one of the characters, making sure they describe their actions as well as their
behaviour.
Task 2
Return to the features of a quest. Using resource sheet 3, the children need to plan a quest using one of the two parts of the story in
the earlier reading. Think about the start point and what Isla is setting out to do. Who might she meet along the way? Who might help
her? Who might try prevent her from being successful? What choices might she have to make for success?
Task 3
Using the children’s plan, they need to write their own version of a quest from Isla’s point of view, or if they have chosen a different
hero/heroine, then write from that point of view.
Extension
The children need to imagine that they are a game designer. Using the quest that they have planned and written,
can they design a flow chart of their quest with alternatives to choose from? They can use resource sheet 4 to help them.
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Resource Sheet 1 – Mindmap of a quest
Using the mindmap below identify what the features of a quest are.

Describe what a
quest is like is like?
Eg exciting

Think about who and
what the characters are
like. Eg evil, heroic

Features of a Quest

Who is telling
the story?

Where is the setting?
Eg time period, place
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Resource Sheet 2 – Character profile
Using what you have read and discussed, draw the outline of your characters and then complete the character profile of the hero/
heroine and a profile of the enemy that the hero/heroine might come across.You can write words and phrases to describe the different
aspects of each character in the outline and around your characters.
Once you have done this write about one of the characters, making sure you describe their actions as well as their behaviour.

Enemy
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Resource Sheet 3 – Planning your Quest
Now it is time to plan your quest. Using the questions below plan out what will happen in your quest.

What is your starting point?

What is the hero/heroine setting out to do?

Who might they meet along the way?

Who might help them?

Who might try prevent them from being successful?

What choices might they have to make for success?

How will it be resolved?
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Resource Sheet 4 – Extension – Game Designer
You are a game designer for the quest you have written about. The company making the game want you to draw a flow chart with the
quest on it. Like lots of games you need to think of the alternative options of what else could happen. Using the example below design
your own flowchart, think of as many alternatives as you can.

Inbali is available
for class and
bookshop visits!
Get in contact with
publicity@scholastic.co.uk
for more
information
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If you enjoyed Foxcraft: The Mage,
please check out the first two books in the series,
Foxcraft: The Taken and Foxcraft: The Elders

